Our year 2016
Our highlights in
2016
• Voyage (with the
OKA) on a Grimaldiferry to South America
• Carnival in
Gualegaychú

Laguna Parón,
Peru

• Foz do Iguazu
• On a balsa through
the Pantanal
• Peru and its Inca ruins

Dear friends!
Again, a year is over and we
experienced much.

Or in other words:
we had a super year 2016.

We met a lot of nice people, enjoyed
good food (especially in Peru), saw
beautiful landscapes, and experienced
a few adventurous things.
Luckily we had only a few minor
medical incidents and the OKA only
once misbehaved really badly...

Now we are curious what 2017 will
bring us...

• "Memory lane" trip
with Susi’s brothers
Hanspeter and Bruno

Our plan for 2017:
End of March a
voyage (with the
OKA) on a Grimaldiferry to Europe. We
will stay in Europe

Here a few highlights
from 2016
Voyage from Hamburg to Montevideo
In December 2015, with the OKA we
embarked on the Grimaldi ferry
"Grande Nigeria" in Hamburg.
In addition to the crew on board were
12 adults and a child as passengers.
The journey took 38 days since the ship
ran into every port that is on the
Grimaldi schedule.
This also led us to Africa, which was
"interesting" ……. in the ports we
guarded the vehicles 24 hours...

until the end of the
year.
The chef was very good and outdid
himself even more on Christmas.
New Year’s Eve and the Equatorial
baptism coincided. We danced on
deck to good old rock and celebrated
till late after midnight.
Many of the port entrances were super.
Especially Tilbury (London), Rio de
Janeiro, Santos, and Zarate were
thrilling.

Uruguay - Argentina
Soon after our arrival in Uruguay we
travelled to Argentina to the
carnival of Gualeguaychú. They say
that after Rio de Janeiro this
carnival is the most beautiful one of
South America. We liked it very
much.
Afterwards, we travelled south to
the Peninsula Valdez. There, we had
the luck of seeing the Orcas very
close to the beach. They were
teaching their young ones the art of
breaching themselves to hunt seals.
In the 4 days we were at Punta
Ninfas we were able to witnesse
their progress, how they came
closer to the beach. On the last day
they surfed the waves and were no
more distant from the beach than
one meter.

Unfortunately, a problem with cash
terminals started in Argentina.
Nobody was able draw money with
foreign bank cards or pay with
foreign credit cards. The Argentine
Government wanted to force their
citizens with accounts abroad to
declare their money. We do not
know whether it worked, but it
made life for all tourists very difficult!
We "fled" to Chile where we were
able to withdraw cash again.

Chile - Argentina
After the magnificent area of the Pumalín of
National Park and its ancient trees, we visited the
island of Chiloé with its many wooden churches.
Here, we witnessed a round "rainbow".
Then we continued north to Valdivia and our OKA
friend Francisco.
From Valdivia Susi travelled to Australia as a surprise
for her middle brother Bruno’s 60th birthday.
After Susi returned we started “pass hopping”,
travelling back and forth over the Andes between
Chile and Argentina on different passes.
As each pass is unique this is a popular way to
travel ... and there are many passes!

Together with Francisco and his OKA we travelled through the Araucaria forests of Chile.

North Argentina
We continued to the north. Once
again we fled before winter. It
caught up with us shortly before
Mendoza. Snow covered mountains
are nice, but we prefer sun...
Because after 2 weeks of waiting
the weather was not any better, we
decided to continue north where
the weather is dry in winter.

We visited the area of the old Ruta
40, which leads into the Andes to
altitudes ranging between 3500 and
4300 m above sea level and the
highest pass of Argentina, the Abra
del Acay with 4995 m above sea
level.

Argentina - Chile
The mountains in northern Argentina are very
colourful. Whenever we thought that it can’t get
any better we found an even more beautiful and
more colourful place... first the 7-colored mountain
of Purmamarca, then the mountain of the 14 colours
in Humahuaca.
High up in the Andes we drove beautiful routes. The
weather remained great, nothing but sun! In
exchange for that at night the temperature
regularly fell below -10 ° C...
Fortunately, our heating system works up to 4300 m
above sea level!

Then our solar controller decided to dye on us and we had to go to Iquique, Chile, to replace it.
The road led from Salta to San Antonio de los Cobres. This route is also famous because of the "Tren de los Nubes", the train
into the clouds. The road and rail track goes from 400 meters to 3800 m above sea level ... passing through wonderful
landscapes. Then we crossed into Chile over the Paso Sico, one of the nicest passes into Chile.

Once again we were amazed by nature ....

As there were problems with the
solar controller and customs and we
had to wait for the delivery of the
controller, we withdrew to the Salar
de Surire, one of our favorite places
in Chile: a hot spring at
approximately 4300 m above sea
level ... just us, a few vicuñas and
flamingos, all day sun and a large
heated pool ... what you want
more?
On the way back to Iquique the

owner of one of these cute little
creatures (an Alpaca) stopped us ...
he needed a vehicle to bridge his
flat battery!
We were the first car to come past
in 3 days!

Pantanal
In the Pantanal the rains had ceased and it was time for us to go there.
On the way we visited the Foz de Iguazu.

The Brazilian side has the beautiful panorama, the Argentine side the pedestrian bridges, which lead directly over the falls. It
is a great feeling to see these raging masses of water …... almost to be drawn into them.
Then we travelled further in to Brazil via Bonito and the Transpantaneira to Corumba next to the Bolivian border.
The animal life in the Pantanal is very impressive.
Here are a few pictures.

In Corumba, we "embarked" on a balsa (driving up two more or less thick boards, supported with a bottle of gas...) and
then were pushed north for 3 days through the Pantanal to Porto Jofre.

It all went well until during a maneuver the gearbox of the boat broke and boat and balsa helplessly drifted out into the
River. Boat and balsa were then carried against the shore again which was not better, because there were trees...
Fortunately, another boat came to our aid and pushed us back to the safe shore. The OKA walked away with no scratches,
but the command house lost its mast and antennas...
In Porto Jofre we had a really great time and went Jaguar -“hunting” with a speedboat. We saw 2 Jaguars from far away
…. respectively, their ears... Ruedi reckons that is not deemed to be "seen"...
The rest of the animal world was amazing. We saw from Capybaras to Crocodiles (we were so close you would have been
able to brush their teeth ...) to many different birds and lizards... like a Zoo but without bars!

Next were Bolivia's lowlands and the beautifully renovated Jesuits churches. Then we went up north. The road between
Trinidad and Moxos is supposed to be an animal paradise. Sadly it was a construction site. The Balsas to cross the rivers were
special too ... rather adventurous... (... here too the Chinese are building the roads and bridges...)
After Rurrenabaque we continued through the ,at this time of the year, bone-dry Pampa to Cuiabá, then short 100 km
through Brazil and then west into Peru.
In Puerto Maldonado, we visited a parrot clay lick.
From there it was a short trip to Cusco. Since the weather in Cusco
was not good after a few days we travelled via Abancay into the
Cotahuasi Canyon. We were back in our beloved Andes with the
beautiful views ... and the height! Due to the lack of research we had
not noticed that the track was very long and constantly between
4500 and 5100 m above sea level. So we had to stay for the night at
4500 m above sea level. Luckily apparently we were accustomed
well enough to height and we did not get the dreaded altitude
sickness.

After a break in Arequipa we drove into the Colca Canyon to visit its condors. It is a very special feeling when these giant
birds fly just a few meters over one’s head...

Back in Cusco we went to visit Machu Picchu...

... and many other interesting ruins like ....

... the impressive Saksayhuaman...
.... just to name a few.

... Pisac ...

Peru‘s south
Again through the Andes we travelled
slowly to the north.
So far most of the two-lane tar / dirt
roads had been pretty good. Usually
before we drive such a track we look
it up on Google maps.
One time we did not believe Google
and drove the track anyway. We
were then faced with a river without a
bridge and had to cross the approx.

100 m wide river in about 70 cm deep
water. That was ok but on the other
side we had to patch the ramp first
before we were able to get back
onto the road!
Well... if you take a trip, you can
experience something!

Memory lane
In November Susi’s brothers Hanspeter and Bruno came
to Lima for 3 weeks.
Together we visited some places where the Vogt family
had lived and travelled in the years 1962 - 1970.
All houses where Susi’s family had lived and many of the
houses of friends still exist, some are modified / renovated
but still recognizable.
The Swiss Club and the Pestalozzi Swiss School were also
renovated and expanded.
Other things, however, were a disappointment or had
changed a lot …… were no longer as we had it in our
minds ….
But after 46 years you have to expect that ...
But much has also improved. The country has become cleaner and
there is much work.
We felt safe in the mountains, on the coast not so ….
we were even sent to another place by villagers because the place
where we were going to camp was not considered to be safe ...
Only one thing has become much worse: traffic!
Peruvian drivers (especially public transport) as a principle do not
follow traffic rules. There is jostle, vehicles passed in blind bends and
over double security lines and above all much honking. But
Peruvians are accustomed to and surprisingly few accidents
happen.
But not only for Ruedi driving in Peru is a horror.
(Ruedi reckons one has to be born into this mess ….. he might be
right, Susi’s brother Bruno loved it!)
But it was a wonderful year with many nice contacts, pretty
landscapes, beautiful impressions... and many sunny hours!
We are grateful that we were able to experience so much
beauty.

We wish you a merry Christmas and
a happy new year!
Susi & Ruedi

